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Everyday Acts:
How Principals Influence

Development of Their Staffs

Effective principals stimulate and reinforce
teachers' professional development through

informal-but focused-communication
and monitoring.

indings from a five-year study by
the Far West Laboratory for Edu-
cational Research and Develop-

ment suggest that principals exercise
leadership in subtle ways (Dwyer
1984). Although the study did not spe-
cifically look at staff development, I
will use data from that inquiry to
discuss ways in which principals can,
through routine daily actions, influ-
ence the professional growth of
teachers.

The study compiled more than
10,000 pages of notes collected from
1,100 hours of observations and inter-
views with teachers, students, and
principals. Concentrating on 12 ele-
mentary and intermediate principals
from a wide range of school settings
who had been nominated as effective
by their district supervisors, the analy-
sis of the data revealed nine categories
of routine behaviors that principals
used to manage their schools: (1) goal
setting and planning; (2) monitoring;
(3) evaluating; (4) communicating; (5)
scheduling, allocating resources, and
organizing; (6) staffing; (7) modeling;
(8) governing; and (9) substituting for
staff members.

Data also supported the findings of
other researchers: 60 to 70 percent of
a principal's daily activities fell under
the heading of communicating (Martin
and Willower 1981). And principals'

interactions were informal, brief, and
fragmented-few of the principals' ex-
changes were longer than ten minutes.
What was particularly appealing about
the information obtained by the re-
searchers, however, was the unique
opportunity it provided for analyzing
not just the duration of principals'
conversations but also their content.

Subtle Techniques for Staff
Development
As a result of analyzing hundreds of
these recorded conversations, I identi-
fied six ways that principals in the
study appeared to exercise instruc-
tional leadership through staff devel-
opment. They did so by:

* informing teachers of professional
opportunities,

0 disseminating professional and
curriculum materials,

* focusing staff attention on a specif-
ic theme,

* soliciting teachers' opinions,
* encouraging experimentation,

and
* recognizing individual teachers'

achievements.
Communications about these various
areas appeared to occur almost inci-
dentally. When viewed overall, howev-
er, they represented a purposeful, po-
tentially effective strategy for
promoting staff development. Despite
t' fragmented manner in which

many of the conversations occurred,
such informal exchanges appeared to
have great impact. In many instances
teachers seemed to appreciate this in-
formal mode of supervision.

Informal supervision appears to
have some advantages over more for-
mal teacher evaluation procedures.
While some principals complain about
time lost to routine activities, princi-
pals in the Far West study used those
actions to influence subtly the profes-
sional development of their teachers.
Although principals as well as re-
searchers have criticized the brief,
broken, and spontaneous nature of
principals' communications, it may
well be that those very characteristics
make the substance of the conversa-
tions more appealing and acceptable
to teachers. Quick exchanges that oc-
cur in the familiar surroundings of a
hallway or lounge may convey a prin-
cipal's message of concern and sup-
port in a less threatening manner than
would a formal meeting.

Further elaboration of the six ways
in which principals were found to
promote staff development, together
with some illustrations from the study
data, may better demonstrate this
argument.

1 Infobrming teachers of professon-
al/ oornn. The principals whom
Far West studied kept track of profes-
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sional activities for teachers, both at
the district level and in the communi-
ty, through newspapers, professional
literature, and district announcements.
They routinely passed on items they
thought were important or that they
knew were of interest to their teach-
ers. One teacher gave an example of
the principal's passing on information
about a mathematics league: "I didn't
even know about it, but he put [the
brochure] in my box. He's always do-
ing that ... sticking things in my mail-
box." In another school, a teacher
said,

[The principal] gives us an awful lot of
ideas about conferences, seminars, and
things like that. She was the one who told
me about workshops . in math... Basi-
cally whenever something comes up, she
tries to inform us

Although they might have an-
nounced opportunities to their staffs
in general, the principals' personal
follow-throughs appeared to make a
difference in teachers' responses. For
instance, one teacher described him-
self as "one of the ones that [the
principal] took ... to learn about [a
reading skills management] program."
The teacher reported that, as a result
of this occurrence, he had been a
leader in establishing the reading pro-
gram at the school. Another teacher
laughed as she described how her
principal had enrolled her in an activi-
ty: "He just signed me up for some-
thing.... He told me I was going to
have a ... swell summer.... Sure, I'll
go. He knows what interests me."

Efforts such as these-providing bits
of information about a program or
encouraging a teacher's professional
interests-are ways in which princi-
pals, through relatively small actions,
can exert incremental influence on
their teachers' development.

2. Diseminating professional and
curriculum materials. Principals du-
plicated and distributed articles, hand-
ed out curriculum materials, lent
books to individual teachers, and set
up displays for their faculties in central
locations. One principal who had
been shown a programmed curricu-
lum he thought worth investigation
invited two of his teachers to consider
how it could be integrated into the
school. During this process, the two
teachers caught the attention of others.
As a result, seven teachers ended up

"Personal one-on-
one follow-up by the
principals seemed
to have a positive
influence on
teachers' responses
to the principals'
activities."

using the curriculum as enrichment
material in their classrooms.

Another principal had read articles
on allocated time and engaged time in
classrooms. On the first day of the
school year, she distributed copies of
the articles to all the teachers and
stressed their importance. During the
next few months, the principal casual-
ly asked teachers what they thought
about the articles. If the teachers had
not read them, the principal usually
summarized some of the ideas. Some
teachers, apparently motivated by the
principal's questions, later read the
articles and then sought out the princi-
pal to give her their opinions.

Once again, personal one-on-one
follow-up by the principals seemed to
have a positive influence on teachers'
responses to the principals' activities.
Conversational inquiries soliciting
teachers' opinions about a display or
an article may have increased the im-
pact of the disseminated materials by
promoting teachers' exposure to
them.

3. Focusing staff attention on a spe-
c/fic theme. The principals in the study
tended to select instructional themes
or areas of interest on which they tried
to focus teachers'-and even stu-
dents'-attention. These themes be-
came topics of discussion with individ-
ual teachers who, we found, were
aware of them because the principals
gave them continual visibility. Teach-
ers were repeatedly recorded using
the same phrases and terms as their
principals. In one school where the
principal stressed a need to make
good citizens of the students, several

teachers quoted the principal verba-
tim, saying: 'We really work to civilize
em.

Perhaps the best example of a
school theme was found in a setting
where the principal had immersed
herself in the research literature on
effective schools and emphasized high
expectations for students. Many teach-
ers at this school described the princi-
pal as having high expectations. The
point was brought home vividly,
though, in one of the study's student
interviews. A wide-eyed primary stu-
dent, questioned about the principal,
said: "She has high expectations for
us." The student then acknowledged
that she did not know what "high
expectations" meant, but she added,
"It's good."

Visibility was a key in another
school where the principal focused on
reading skills. Each class in the school
was scheduled for two library periods
each week, which were essentially ad-
ditional reading classes. The principal
reinforced her plan with a verbal em-
phasis on reading and library activi-
ties. She questioned teachers and stu-
dents about their activities, what they
were reading, or how the students
were responding to "pleasure read-
ing." She asked teachers about individ-
ual students' progress and often asked
students to read to her as part of her
classroom visits. She also frequented
the library and conversed with stu-
dents and teachers who were working
there. In interviews, every teacher in
this school mentioned the emphasis
on reading.

Another principal, who also focused
on reading, required teachers to im-
plement a reading skills management
program. Teachers could use program
materials in any way they wished, but
the principal kept close track of stu-
dents' progress by displaying a pro-
gress chart in every classroom and
maintaining individual student pro-
gress files as well as a school-level
skills chart in his office. The principal
routinely inspected the classroom
charts and praised both teachers and
students for marked gains.

By focusing on themes, the princi-
pals exerted leadership in instruction-
al matters. Moreover, they encouraged
their staff members to consider con-
cepts and practices that they otherwise
might not have considered.
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4. Soliciting teachers' opinions. The [The principal] asked me how I felt
practice of soliciting teachers' ideas about the class You know. I was wanting
was closely tied to the ways in which some feedback from her because I wanted
principals disseminated materials and to kow how I was doing and she askedri me, well, how did I feel about it? It reallystressed particular themes. The princi- surprised me And I guess that was
pals sought to locate and solve instruc- important.
tional problems in their schools by This teacher discussed the various
questioning teachers about their class- techniques she and the principal even
room activities, their feelings concer- tually worked out to better control her
ing school and classroom issues, and class. The teacher voiced her apprecia-
their views of certain materials. This tion that the principal had talked with
process of soliciting information ap- her as an equal, as someone whose
peared to have multiple advantages- ideas were valid. The teacher reported
not the least of which was the recogni- that after their initial talk she personal-
tion of teachers as professionals and ly placed more value on her own

colleagues. classroom experience.

A five-minute conversation between
One teacher described a situation in a principal and a teacher in a hallway

which she had gone to her principal further demonstrated the level of such
with a problem: communications. The principal .had

observed the teacher's cass for a few
minutes earlier in the day and beqn
by complimenting the teacher's le-
son. She then asked about the mudlets
who were panrt of the Ejglsbh -a
secondlanguage program The ech
er explained why she was using a
particular technique, and then the
teacher and the principal discussed
alternatives. The principal asked the
teacher to "hypothesize" with her as to
how much a particular student had
actually learned and how much was
"rote repetition." Together they talked
about how they could assess what the
student was learning.

Another teacher said this about a
principal:

She'll ask the staff what we feel that we
need ... to make us better teaches or
better able to cope with particular prob-
lems. We discuss and we talk... "Heyq
look at this,' 'Well, I went to this work-
shop . " or ''Wouldn't it be better if we
did this?"

By soliciting information from teach-
ers, the principals seemed not only to
obtain useful feedback about instruc-
tional issues, but also to contribute to
the collegiality and professionalism of
their staffs.

5. Encouraging Oeamena.on.
Principals seemed to convey support
for their teachers in general attitude as
well as in informal conversation.
Teachers in turn reported a willing-
ness to experiment with new or inno-
vative techniques because they felt
their principals were supportive and
would not penalize them for experi-
ments that failed. These were among
the teachers' comments:

*Anv time vou learn anything new and
are excited about it, he's really open to
hearing about it and trning it out if you
want.

· I feel whatever I say. whatever I'm
doing in mv room, if it's a learning situa-
tion, I'm going to get her support.

0 Because I know she trusts my judg-
ment, I go to her with monumental
plans. She says. "When would vou like to
do this?" and she helps you find a way to
do it

*Anything basicall- that you can show
her that is something vou need or some-
thing you want to do that is a method or a
tool to that end, she will do anything she
can to go along with you and help you
achieve that

* He's real positive, and he lets vou try
new things... He doesn't say. "Oka,
we're using this book. and you're going to
use it whether vou like it or not."
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The attitude of a principal may be a
crucial factor in the willingness of his
or her staff to pursue new ideas and
programs. Because of their principals'
support and encouragement, teachers
at these schools appeared to have-
and to exercise-opportunities for
both personal and professional
growth.

6. Recognizing individual teachers'
acbieevements. The principals in the
study went beyond support and en-
couragement for teacher experimenta-
tion by actually facilitating teacher ex-
changes and publicly recognizing
individual teacher achievements. Prin-
cipals publicized teachers' successes
by talking about them to parents, other
teachers, and community members.
They also encouraged teachers to seek
information or assistance from suc-
cessful colleagues, which provided op-
portunities not only for instructional
improvement, but also for increased
self-esteem for the teachers whose
special work was being recognized.

In one example of such recognition,
a principal described an innovative
math and investments program at a
PTA meeting. The teacher responsible
for the program heard from others
about the principal's report and was
pleased at what amounted to a public
commendation. In another instance, a
teacher said:

I was very into Project Write in the
classroom, and the kids had done a lot of
really fine work .. so [the principal] asked
me to put together a workshop so that I
could show the other teachers what we
were doing.

Teachers reported that having teach-
ers teach their colleagues added a
measure of credibility to the content
of inservice programs. They also saw
those situations as ways to recognize
teachers for work well done.

Making Leadership Routine
Principals often complain that their
effectiveness and ability to launch in-
novative curriculum or major staff de-
velopment programs are hampered by
their daily routine. The research of the
Far West study suggests, however, that
principals can actually stimulate and
reinforce professional growth within
their schools--for individual teachers
and their staffs as a whole. Principals in
the study persuaded teachers to reflect
on their teaching processes, attend
workshops, take advantage of opportu-

"Quick exchanges
that occur in
the familiar
surroundings of a
hallway or lounge
may convey a
principal's message
of concern and
support in a less
threatening manner
than would a formal
meeting."

nities in their communities, experi-
ment with new ideas, and learn from
each other. Through their daily inter-
actions, these principals used their
brief and fragmented communications
to encourage and inspire teachers.

Of course, principals do not need
researchers to tell them that they
spend the bulk of their days communi-
cating. They know that they talk con-
tinually to teachers, parents, and stu-
dents. Even as they monitor the halls
for late arrivals or keep watch during
lunch time, principals usually are talk-
ing with someone. Particularly note-
worthy, however, is the study's finding
that the principals' communications
had a number of purposes in
common.

For some principals, this process of
communication and informal supervi-
sion seemed intuitive. For others it
was very conscious. One principal de-
scribed the approach as "pulling":
"I'm consciously pulling. [The teach-
ers] have to own what they do, but I'm
pulling all the time. 'Did you think of
this?' 'Could you do this?'" Another
principal's process was one of "plant-
ing seeds." She said, "They don't all
take, but enough do." Analysis of their
numerous though abbreviated conver-
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sations suggests that principals can be
quite purposeful and-contrary to
what they themselves may believe-
effective in their communications.
Thus, by identifying and focusing on
the overarching purposes of their rou-
tine, principals, through their daily
interactions, were able to exercise in-
structional leadership and to promote
the professional development of their
staffs.El
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In the new film MNDS VEW you will

SEE HOW-
CHILDREN THINK
You watch children in school to make sta they pay attention. Yu see them stggle with
their arithmetic. their reading. their writing. Are they getting it? Do they understand?
If only you could see how they think ...
Now there is a way to look into those bright minds-through a wonderful new film:
MINDS VIEW
In 43 minutes. MIND'S VIEWtakes you into the mental world of four normal childrm
alike in character and capacity. but different in their natural thought processes.
The children themselves will tell you, and show you how each has a unique way of
leaming.
You will recognize how effective your teaching can be when you vary techniques to
reach the four basic ways children learn.
MIND'S VEW is based on the well-known Mind &yle research of Dr. Anthony E
Gregorc. who discovered the four ways children view and organize the world around themn

Concrete Sequential'
Abstract Sequential'
Abstract Random'
Concrete Random'
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These children have been captured on film with great sensitivity by Dr. Martha
Cray-Andrews, noted consultant in Gifted Education and Mind Styles?
Show MfINDS VfEWto a group of teachers and open a door for them into the four
worlds they will enter the next time they start a class.
Show it to parents for discussion with the help of a stimulating booklet that comes
with the film.

EVERY SCHOOL SYSTEM DESERVES THE RIGHT
TO SEE MINDS VEW-TO SEE HOW CHILDREN THINK

MIND'S VIEWis available on video tape and 16mm sound film. For
complete ordering information, including prices send the coupon
below to: Gabriel Systems. Inc. P.O. Box 357,147 Main Street,
Maynard, Massachusetts. 01754 1617t 897-6470
'Terms used with the permission o th copynght owner. Anthony F regorc. Ph.D

Ws. I want to see ho- children think and leam Please M N DS VMI W
rush me information on this extraordinary ilm.

Name

Position

Organizaton

Address

City State Zip

Mail to: S Gabriel Systems. Inc.. P.Box 357.
147 Main St Maynard, MA 01754
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